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요             약 

 

이 보고서에서는 DeCART 코드의 병렬 특성을 기술하고, 그 성능을 평가한다. DeCART 코드의 

병렬 계산은 3차원 전노심 문제를 풀 때 나타나는 상당량의 계산량과 메모리 요구량을 줄여주

기 위해 반드시 필요하다. DeCART 코드의 병렬화에는 먼저 MPI를 사용한 축방향 병렬화가 적

용되며, 다음으로 MPI 또는 OpenMP를 사용한 방향각 병렬화가 적용된다. MPI가 축방향 및 방

향각 병렬화 모두에 적용된 경우에는 각 병렬계산에 사용되는 프로세서간의 통신을 원활히 하

기 위한 MPI 그룹핑 개념이 사용된다. 병렬계산은 셀 별 축방향 계산이 수행되는 열수력 모듈

을 제외한 다른 모든 계산 모듈, 즉 MOC 중성자선 추적계산 모듈, CMFD 및 NEM 모듈, 영역별 

핵단면적 계산 모듈 및 셀 균질화 모듈 등에 적용된다. 그리고 메모리 분산은 MOC, CMFD 및 

NEM에서 사용되는 대부분의 변수들을 각 프로세서 별로 할당된 평면들에 대해서만 정의함으

로써 구현되며, 이 경우 최대 메모리 감소율은 총 평면수에 대한 할당된 평면수의 비만큼 된다. 

 DeCART 코드의 병렬성능은 제어봉 삽입에 따른 변형된 삼차원 C5G7 MOX 문제와 단순화된 

3차원 SMART 노심 문제를 통해 평가하였다. 48개의 CPU를 사용한 IBM Regatta 컴퓨터의 경

우, DeCART 코드는 선추적 모듈에서 약 40.1, 총 계산시간에서는 약 37.3의 Speedup을 보이며, 

24개의 CPU를 사용한 LINUX Cluster의 경우에는, 선추적 모듈에서 약 22.4, 총 계산시간에서 약 

20.2의 Speedup을 보여, 병렬성능이 우수한 것으로 나타났다. MPI와 OpenMP의 비교에서는 예

상대로 OpenMP가 약간 더 우수한 성능을 보였다. 이에 따라 DeCART 코드의 병렬계산에서는, 

MPI에 의한 축방향 병렬계산, OpenMP에 의한 방향각 병렬계산, MPI에 의한 방향각 병렬계산 

순으로 병렬화 우선순위를 갖는 것으로 결론이 났다. 메모리 분산 관점에서는, 약 11 GByte의 

메모리를 요하는 SMART 노심문제에서 12 CPU를 사용할 경우에는 메모리 요구량이 약 1/11배

로 줄어드는 것으로 나타났다. 결과적으로 DeCART에 구현된 병렬계산기능은 상당량의 계산

량과 메모리를 요하는 대형문제도 저가의 LINUX Cluster 상에서 효율적으로 처리할 수 있도록 

하여 줌으로써, DeCART 코드의 실제 적용성을 대폭 향상시키는 중요한 요소로 작용한다 할 수 

있다.  
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Abstract 

 

This report is to describe the parallelization characteristics of the DeCART code and also 
examine its parallel performance. Parallel computing algorithms are implemented to 
DeCART to reduce the tremendous computational burden and memory requirement involved 
in the three-dimensional whole core transport calculation. In the parallelization of the 
DeCART code, the axial domain decomposition is first realized by using MPI (Message 
Passing Interface), and then the azimuthal angle domain decomposition by using either MPI 
or OpenMP. When using the MPI for both the axial and the angle domain decomposition, the 
concept of MPI grouping is employed for convenient communication in each communication 
world. For the parallel computation, most of all the computing modules except for the thermal 
hydraulic module are parallelized. These parallelized computing modules include the MOC 
ray tracing, CMFD, NEM, region-wise cross section preparation and cell homogenization 
modules. For the distributed allocation, most of all the MOC and CMFD/NEM variables are 
allocated only for the assigned planes, which reduces the required memory by a ratio of the 
number of the assigned planes to the number of all planes. 

The parallel performance of the DeCART code is evaluated by solving two problems, a 
rodded variation of the C5G7 MOX three-dimensional benchmark problem and a simplified 
three-dimensional SMART PWR core problem. In the aspect of parallel performance, the 
DeCART code shows a good speedup of about 40.1 and 22.4 in the ray tracing module and 
about 37.3 and 20.2 in the total computing time when using 48 CPUs on the IBM Regatta and 
24 CPUs on the LINUX cluster, respectively. In the comparison between the MPI and 
OpenMP, OpenMP shows a somewhat better performance than MPI. Therefore, it is 
concluded that the first priority in the parallel computation of the DeCART code is in the 
axial domain decomposition by using MPI, and then in the angular domain using OpenMP, 
and finally the angular domain using MPI. In memory distribution capability, the memory 
requirement of about 11 GBytes for a simplified SMART core problem is reduced by the 
factor of about 11 when using 12 processors. Therefore it is concluded that the parallel 
capability accompanying memory distribution of the DeCART code enables not only to solve 
a problem efficiently via parallel computing but also to solve huge problems via memory 
distribution on affordable LINUX clusters, and this parallel execution feature is an important 
element of DeCART since it increases significantly the practical application of the DeCART 
code. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Three-dimensional whole core transport calculation that solves reactor problems without 

geometrical homogenization is achievable with the advent of high performance computers 

and efficient computational methods.1)-3) However, even with these changes in computational 

environments, the three-dimensional whole core transport calculation requires not only 

tremendous computational time but also huge memory, which means that the three-

dimensional whole core transport solution for a commercial reactor is possible only on a 

supercomputer, not on a personal computer or workstation. Therefore, for these large 

problems, parallel computation is essential to obtain a solution by distributing both the 

computational burden and memory requirement. 

DeCART (Deterministic Core Analysis based on Ray Tracing)4),5) is a code under 

development at KAERI for three-dimensional heterogeneous whole core transport calculation. 

Since a direct three-dimensional MOC calculation is practically impossible in that it requires 

enormous amount of computational memory and no lesser computational time than the Monte 

Carlo method, an alterative approximate solution method is employed in DeCART that 

couples the radial two-dimensional Method of Characteristics (MOC) and the axial one-

dimensional diffusion NEM through transverse leakages.5) This 2-D/1-D coupling method is 

incorporated within the framework of the 3-D coarse mesh finite difference(CMFD) 

formulation which provides remarkable acceleration performance in the MOC calculation. 

Even with the CMFD formulation which reduces the MOC computation time drastically, the 

computing time for the ray tracing calculation is prohibitive since the number of rays involved 

in the MOC calculation is huge. Therefore, parallel computation is an essential measure to 

reduce the computing time in the DeCART code. 

The parallelization of the DeCART code focused on not only parallel computation but also 

memory distribution. DeCART spends most of its computational time and memory for the 

radial MOC calculation that sweeps all the planes in the outermost loop and all the azimuthal 

angles in the innermost loop. Therefore, this part of DeCART is first parallelized by 

employing an axial domain decomposition scheme and the well-known MPI message passing 
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interface and then an angular domain using the MPI or the OpenMP parallelization tool. The 

multi-group CMFD routine requires the next large computational time and memory, which 

means that the multi-group CMFD routine has the next priority in the parallelization of the 

DeCART code. The multi-group CMFD routine is parallelized in the axial plane domain by 

using MPI only. Similarly to the multi-group CMFD routine, the 2-group CMFD routine 

which is used for an efficient multi-group calculation is also parallelized in the axial plane 

domain by using MPI. The region-wise cross section preparation and cell homogenization 

modules which are not coupled in other regions or cells and thus easy to parallelize are also 

parallelized using MPI. On the other hand, the module involving axial tight-coupling such as 

the thermal hydraulic pin by pin module is not parallelized. The computational memory 

distribution is achieved by allocating the MOC and multi-group CMFD variables only for the 

assigned planes, which reduces the required memory maximum by the ratio of the number of 

assigned planes to the number of all planes. 

In this report, the 3D whole core transport calculation scheme of the DeCART code is first 

presented roughly to provide the basics of the following parallel algorithm. And the detailed 

description for the parallelization of the DeCART code and the parallel computation flow 

follow. Also the communication package to alleviate the parallel computation in DeCART is 

described in detail. Finally, the parallel performance of the DeCART code in the aspects of 

computing time and memory requirement is presented by solving a rodded variation of the 

C5G7MOX benchmark problem6) and a simplified three-dimensional SMART core problem 

with a LINUX Cluster or IBM Regatta parallel machines. 
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2. 2D/1D Coupled 3D Whole Core Transport Calculation Scheme 

In the DeCART 3-D CMFD formulation employing a radial 2-D MOC and axial 1-D NEM 

coupled solution scheme, the radial MOC and axial NEM modules work as kernels to 

generate the radial and axial current correction coefficients. The radial MOC kernel solves the 

transport equation for the heterogeneous planes with the given eigenvalue, axial transverse 

leakage and region-wise fission source, and the MOC solution updates, first, the region-wise 

scalar fluxes and boundary angular fluxes, and consequently the cell-homogenized group 

constants and the current correction coefficients at the cell boundaries. The axial NEM kernel 

solves the 1-D diffusion equation for the homogenized cells with the given eigenvalue and the 

radial transverse leakage, and updates the axial currents for the next CMFD calculation.  

Assuming that plane k in a multi-plane whole core problem with height hk and discretized 

angle m (Ωm), then the axially integrated Boltzmann transport equation to be solved by the 

radial MOC kernel is derived as follows: 
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averaged neutron source coming from the fission and neutron scatterings. Here ( )yxLm
kz ,,  is 

the transverse leakage determined from the gradient in the axial angular flux distribution and 

can be calculated from the difference between the angular fluxes at the top (T) and bottom (B) 

surfaces as follows: 
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In the above equation, the axial transverse leakage is dependent on the discretized angle m, 

and if calculated from the three-dimensional transport calculation exactly, equation (2-1) 

enables to reproduce the results of the three-dimensional transport calculation. However, in a  
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2D/1D coupling scheme this value cannot be determined exactly, and approximating model is 

required. 

In DeCART, the axial transverse leakage is determined using the results from the axial 1D 

diffusion NEM calculation that is performed based on a homogenized cell. In this case, the 

angle and radial position dependencies on the transverse leakage cannot be treated correctly 

because the useful results from the axial NEM calculation for the axial transverse leakage are 

surface averaged net currents and fluxes. Therefore, using these results at the axial boundary 

surface, the angular flux at the axial surface is expressed by the P1 approximation as: 
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m Jyx ,
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2
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Applying Eqn. (2-3) to Eqn. (2-2), the axial transverse leakage has an approximate 

dependency on the polar angle without any radial position dependency. Therefore, the MOC 

calculation to obtain a solution of Eqn. (2-1) takes into account the approximate angle 

anisotropy in transverse leakage, which is different from the conventional two-dimensional 

MOC calculation. The solutions of these planar MOC problems consist of the region-wise 

scalar flux and boundary angular flux, and are used to generate the cell homogenized group 

constants and the current correction coefficients for subsequent NEM and CMFD calculations. 

The axial NEM calculation based on the homogenized cell is performed using the radial 

transverse leakage that is determined from the radial MOC or three dimensional CMFD 

solutions. Therefore the matrix system for the axial NEM solution has a dependency only on 

the adjacent axial cells not on the radial adjacent cells. This feature establishes a one 

dimensional matrix system that is the axially coupled multi-cell problem. DeCART obtains a 

one-dimensional NEM multi-cell solution concurrently by LU factorization. The main 

solution of the axial diffusion problem consists of net currents and fluxes at the axial surfaces, 

and is used to obtain the angular flux using Eqn. (2-3) and the axial current correction 

coefficients for the subsequent MOC and CMFD calculations. 
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3. Parallelization 

 
The main goal in the parallelization of the DeCART code is not only parallel computation but 

also memory distribution. Table 3.1 shows the required memory for a 12 planes full assembly 

problem. The total required memories are about 1.7 GBytes for tight rays and 0.4 GBytes for 

coarse rays, which means that even the 12 planes single assembly problem is not easy to solve 

on the personal computer. Most of the required memory is for the variables used in the radial 

MOC, axial NEM and multi-group CMFD calculations. Therefore, to reduce the required 

memory, it is essential for DeCART to distribute these variables to local processors. These 

variables are region-wise cross sections and scalar flux, core boundary angular flux for the 

radial MOC calculation, and the cell-wise flux moments for the axial NEM calculation, and 

cell homogenized multi-group cross sections, flux, and current correction coefficients for the 

multi-group CMFD calculation. In DeCART, plane-wise memory distribution is used because 

the radial solution method MOC does not permit the radially distributed memory. Therefore, 

those variables are allocated for the assigned planes, which reduce the required memory by 

the factor of the assigned planes to the total planes. 

Table 3.2 shows the computing time breakup for the same problem as in Table 3.1. A little 

over 97 % of the total computing time is required in the radial MOC module, that gives the 

first priority in the parallel computation to the MOC module, and then to the multi-group and 

2-group CMFD module, and axial NEM module. Therefore, the computational parallelization 

in the DeCART code is first realized in the MOC, CMFD and NEM routines by using the 

MPI message passing package. As explained in the previous section, the MOC routine solves 

the axially integrated MOC equation by assuming the axial transverse. Therefore, in the 

plane-wise MOC sweep, the solution of one plane does not affect the results of the other 

planes, and the parallelization of the MOC routine is easily achieved. The multi-group and 2-

group CMFD routines solve the CMFD system by the pre-conditioned Bi-Conjugate Gradient 

Stabilized (BiCG-STAB) algorithm which uses the preconditioner from the incomplete 

LU(ILU) factorization and axial symmetric Gauss-Seidal factorization. For the parallelization 

of the CMFD routine, the original three-dimensional BiCG-STAB algorithm is replaced by a 
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two-dimensional BiCG-STAB algorithm that also uses the radial ILU factorization. In the 

corrected algorithm, the axial coupling terms between the planes are moved to the right hand 

side (RHS) source term and calculated during the outer iteration. In inner-iteration, only the 

radial dependency is solved. 

Table 3.1 Memory Requirement in DeCART ( 12 Planes Full Assembly, Tight Rays ) 

Modules Variables Memory, MBtes 
( Coarse Rays ) Dependency 

φs ( Scalar Flux ) 60 No. of  Flat Source  
Regions 

ϕ ( Angular Flux ) 1504 ( 151 ) 
No. of  Boundary  
Surfaces, 
δA, Nazi, Npol 

Radial MOC 

Σeq ( Equivalence XS)
Niso 57 No. of  Uniform XS  

Regions 

Axial NEM 21
~  ,~ φφ  14 No. of  Cells 

Multi-Group 
CMFD Σ, φ, D-tilde, D-hat, ... 82 No. of  Cells 

Library - 35 Independent 

Etc. - 20  

Total  1772 ( 419 )  
 

Table 3.2 Computing Time Breakup in DeCART ( 12 Planes Full Assembly, Tight Rays ) 

Modules Computing Time, 
Minutes/Fraction Dependency 

Radial MOC 144.2 / 97.4 % δA, Nazi, Npol 

Axial NEM 0.2 / 0.1 % No. of Cells 

Multi-Group CMFD 1.3 / 0.9 % No. of Cells 

2-Group CMFD 0.1 / 0.1 % No. of Cells 

Thermal Hydraulic 1.0 / 0.7 % No. of Channels 

Miscellaneous 1.2 / 0.8 % No. of Channels 

Total 148.0 / 100 %  
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The plane-wise MOC routine is further parallelized by using the angular domain 

decomposition. The MOC solver sweeps all the rays angle by angle, and each angle has its 

counterpart angle at the reflecting boundary. Therefore the angular fluxes at the core 

boundary are updated using the counterpart angular fluxes. This feature is kept in the 

parallelization of the MOC solver by grouping one angle with its counterpart angle. Another 

feature in parallelizing the MOC solver is that the number of rays that are solved by one 

processor is optimized. In DeCART, the ray spacings among the angles are very similar, that 

means the number of rays determined for one angle is far different from the other angles, and 

the computational burdens are also different depending on the angles. To assign the 

computational work as evenly as possible, two angles which have the least and the most 

computational burdens are also grouped. 

In the angular parallelization, each processor calculates the scalar flux by the weighting 

summation of the angular fluxes, and only obtains one part of the scalar flux. Therefore, after 

ray tracing, each processor needs more manipulation for the complete sum of the scalar flux 

that includes the acquisition of the other parts of the scalar flux and reduction of the 

acquisition data. This angular domain decomposition is achieved using either the MPI or the 

OpenMP parallelization tool which forks multiple threads in the parallel section. MPI is for 

the distributed memory machine such as the LINUX cluster and has a disadvantage in the 

communication time to acquire the other parts of the scalar flux. OpenMP is for the shared 

memory machines such as the multi-CPU workstation or supercomputer, and has a merit in 

communication time but needs a little bit more computational burden for the scalar flux 

calculation which also needs in MPI case. 

When using the MPI for both the plane and angular domain decomposition, processors 

solving the same plane communicate with one another not the processors solving the other 

planes, and have the same memory structure and computational data. For this reason, 

processors participating in solving the same plane are bound to processor group (PG). When 

the program starts, DeCART creates processor groups as subsets of the existing 

MPI_COMM_WORLD for the angle-wise parallel computation. Each processor group takes 

charge of a group of planes for the parallel computation. In each PG, one group master (GM) 
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and multiple group slavers (GSs) are exist. GM collects the MOC calculation results from the 

GSs and performs the reduction calculation for the final scalar flux and cell interface current, 

and then distributes the final results to the GSs. When using the MPI for the axial domain 

decomposition only, and using the OpenMP for the angular domain decomposition, the less 

number of processors than the planes construct the MPI_COMM_WORLD for MPI parallel 

computation, and the excessive processors attend to the multi-threads OpenMP calculation. 

For example, in the case that 12 planes, 24 processors and 6 MPI groups are defined, 6 

processors construct the MPI_COMM_WORLD and the other processors participate in the 4-

threads OpenMP parallel computation. In the OpenMP parallel computation, the collection of 

the other parts of the scalar fluxes and distribution of the computational results are not 

required, because the other parts of the flux are written in memory from the other threads 

during the parallel calculation.  

In the CMFD/NEM calculations, only GMs participate in the plane-wise parallel calculation 

and perform the fixed source inner iteration for the assigned planes. The axial leakage sources 

are updated at the outer iteration step by the communication with the neighboring processors 

and acquisition of the flux of the neighbor planes. To accommodate this communication, the 

group masters are also bound to another processor group (MPG: Master Processors Group). 

The MPG accompanying with the PGs in the MPI_COMM_WORLD helps to reduce the 

communication time especially in data broadcasting in that the master processor first 

broadcast the data to GMs via MPG and next GM to GS via PG. 

The other calculation routines including the region-wise cross section calculation and cell 

homogenization routines are obviously parallelized. Because the calculation algorithms of 

these modules are not coupled with the neighboring nodes, the parallel computation is easily 

achieved. The thermal hydraulic (T/H) routines are not parallelized because the algorithm of 

this routine is tightly coupled in axial direction, which means that in the parallel computation 

of this routine, the radial not axial domain decomposition has the first priority. Except for this 

reason, the fact that the T/H routine spends a trivial amount of computing time compared with 

the radial MOC and CMFD routines is another reason for the serial computation of the T/H 

routine.  
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4. Parallel Computing Flow 
 

Figure 4.1 shows the parallel computing flow in the DeCART code. If the program start, each 

GM performs the multi-group cell homogenization using the assumed within-cell flux 

distribution for the plane-wise parallel multi-group CMFD calculation. And next, each GM 

performs the group condensation using the multi-group spectrum for the 2-group CMFD 

calculation that is used for an acceleration of the multi-group CMFD calculation. And then, 

using the cell-homogenized 2-group equivalent parameters, the 2-group CMFD parallel 

calculation is performed by the group masters. If the 2-group results are obtained, group 

prolongation from 2-group solution to multi-group solution is performed for the next multi-

group CMFD and NEM calculation. The multi-group CMFD/NEM routine solves the radial 

MOC equivalent CMFD and the axial NEM equation by plane-wise parallel computation. A 

few iterations between the 2-group and multi-group CMFD calculations are performed to 

obtain a converged multi-group solution efficiently. If the CMFD and NEM calculation 

finished, before entering the radial MOC calculation, the thermal hydraulic calculation 

follows to update the coolant and fuel temperatures. To do this, each GM calculates the 

relative power for all the assigned planes and then transfers them to the master processor. 

Only the master processor performs the thermal/hydraulic calculation, and distributes the 

results including the coolant/fuel temperature and coolant density to the GMs which again 

distributes them to the GSs. Then, using these data, each processor calculates and updates the 

isotope number densities for coolant regions. In the MOC drive routine, DeCART first 

updates the MOC solutions such as the intra-cell region-wise scalar flux and angular flux at 

the core boundary using cell-wise multi-group solutions. Also, DeCART calculates the 

region-wise axial transverse leakages by using the double P0 approximation and an 

approximate intra-cell transverse leakage distribution. And then, DeCART performs the 

plane-wise MOC calculation by the ray sweeping. In this calculation flow, GMs participate in 

most of all the calculations but T/H calculation. However, the Group Slaves just attend the 

MOC calculation. The cell homogenized equivalent constants generation is performed right 

after the MOC calculation using the region-wise scalar flux and net currents at the cell 

interfaces. In this calculation, GMs only attend, and GSs move to the end of the T/H module. 
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In the following subsection, these main routines are described in point of the parallel 

computation. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 DeCART Parallel Execution Flow 

 

4.1 2-Group CMFD Module 

Figure 4.2 shows the computational flow in the 2-group CMFD module. The linear system 

(LS) of the 2-group CMFD equation is coupled both in the radial and axial directions. 

However, for the axial domain decomposition, the original linear system is decoupled by 

moving the axial coupling terms to the right hand side (RHS) as: 
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Figure 4.2 Computational Flow in 2-G CMFD Module 

 

  ( )11 +− +−= kkkkkkk ULSM φφφ .  (4-1) 

Here, Mk, Lk and Uk are the block diagonal, lower and upper elements of the original coupling 

matrix, and φk, φk-1 and φk+1 are the cell average fluxes of planes k, k-1 and k+1.  

In the 2-group CMFD routine, DeCART performs maximum NOUT outer iterations, and in 

each outer iteration step, DeCART updates the fission and scattering sources. In the plane-

wise parallel computation, DeCART also calculates the axial leakage sources of the RHS of 

equation 4-1. Therefore, in each outer iteration step, DeCART first obtains the cell-wise flux 

solutions of neighboring planes by communicating with the neighboring processors. The 

plane-wise parallel CMFD calculation is performed right after the source calculation finished. 
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Figure 4.3 Computational Flow in MG CMFD and NEM Module 

4.2 Multi-Group CMFD and NEM Module 

Figure 4.3 shows the computational flow in the multi-group CMFD/NEM module. In this 

module, DeCART solves the same equation of (4-1) but multi-group not 2-group. Therefore, 

the computational flow of the multi-group CMFD module is very similar with that of the 2-

group CMFD module. As shown in Figure 4.3, DeCART performs maximum NOUT outer 

iterations, and in each outer iteration step, each processor obtains the multi-group cell 

averaged flux of the neighboring planes. And then, DeCART solves the multi-group CMFD 

and NEM group by group. In each energy group, DeCART first fixes the RHS of the equation  
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(4-1) by calculating the neutron sources from not only the fission and scattering source but 

also the axial leakage, and then obtains the one-group solution by solving the 1-group radial 

CMFD and axial NEM equation. The resulting fluxes of the multi-group CMFD and NEM 

calculation are stored in each GM memory.  

 

 

Figure 4.4 Computational Flow in T/H Module 

4.3 Thermal Hydraulic Module 

Figure 4.4 shows the computational flow in the thermal hydraulic (T/H) module. Each Group 

Master at first calculates the relative power distribution for the assigned planes, and then 

transfers the results to Master Processor. Only the Master Processor performs the T/H  
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calculation in the pin-wise axial direction. Therefore, the other Group Masters except for 

Master Processor move to the end of the T/H routine, and waits for Master Processor to finish 

the T/H calculation. If Master Processor finishes the T/H calculation, it distributes the 

calculation results such as the coolant density and temperature, fuel and cladding 

temperatures to the other processors including Group Slaves which begin attending the whole 

core calculation. Using these T/H results, each processor updates the thermal feedback 

parameters such as isotopic number density and temperature for region-wise cross section 

calculation. 

 

Figure 4.5 Computational Flow in MOC Driver 

4.4 MOC Driver Module 

Figure 4.5 shows the computational flow in MOC driver module. MOC solutions such as the 

region-wise scalar flux and angular flux at the core boundary are updated by using the multi- 
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group CMFD/NEM solutions and intra-cell flux distribution function which determined from 

the region-wise scalar flux at the previous iteration step. However, Group Slave does not have 

any information about the multi-group CMFD/NEM solutions which just kept in the Group 

Master. Therefore, to transfer the missing data to Group Slaves, each Group Master first 

calculates the intra-cell scalar flux multiplier (fcel) and angular flux multiplier (fsfc), and then 

sends to Group Slaves. The update of MOC solutions is performed using these multipliers. 

Except for these MOC solutions, to perform the MOC calculation, each processor should 

know the axial transverse leakage which also kept in the Group Master. Therefore, as shown 

in Figure 4.5, when sending the MOC solutions, the Group Master also transfers this 

transverse leakage data to the Group Slaves. The main MOC calculation is performed right 

after the MOC solution update. 

 

4.5 MOC Calculation Module 

Figure 4.6 shows the computational flow in MOC module. Assume that two planes 1 and 2 

are assigned to Processor Group 1 which consists of two processors 0 and 1. Then Processor 

Group 1 performs the MOC calculation plane by plane. In the MOC module, the Group 

Master first assigns the one half of azimuthal angles to Processor 0 and the other half to 

Processor 1, and then performs the ray sweeping for the plane 1. If the ray sweeping is 

finished, the Group Master receives the MOC results such as region-wise scalar fluxes, 

currents at the cell interfaces from the Group Slaves, and performs the reduction calculation 

to obtain the final solutions. The final solutions kept in the Group Master are next distributed 

to the Group Slaves. If Processor Group 1 finishes the MOC calculation for the plane 1, next 

solves the plane 2 in the same way as the plane 1. If all the processor groups finish the MOC 

calculation for the assigned planes, the cell homogenization is performed. 
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Figure 4.5 Computational Flow in MOC Module 
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5. Communication Package 
 

In DeCART, three communication worlds exist. The first one is MPI_COMM_WORLD 

where all processors participate. The second one is MPI_GRP_WORLD where processors 

belonging to each processors group participate. The last one is MPI_GRP2_WORLD where 

group masters participate. Therefore, most of all the communication subroutines in DeCART 

are categorized into three types depending on the communication world. The MPI_COMM_ 

WORLD is used in a simple case as single value broadcasting. Instead of the 

MPI_COMM_WORLD, mixed world of the MPI_GRP_WORLD and the MIP_GRP2_ 

WORLD is used in most of all the broadcasting cases where the Master Processor first 

broadcasts to the Group Masters through the MPI_GRP2_WORLD, and next the Group 

Masters to the Group Slaves through the MPI_GRP_WORLD. The MPI_GRP_WORLD is 

used in the ray tracing module to reduce the MOC results and in the multi-group cross section 

calculation where the radial domain decomposition is used. The MPI_GRP2_WORLD is used 

in the CMFD/NEM calculation module for the plane-wise axial parallel computation. Most of 

all the communication in DeCART is performed by using a unique communication package 

of the DeCART code. In this chapter, the subroutines in this communication package of 

DeCART are described in order of the communication world. 

 

5.1 Subroutines for MPI_GRP_WORLD 

The Processors Group which builds MPI_GRP_WORLD works mainly for the ray sweeping 

MOC calculation. In this calculation, each processor performs the ray sweeping for the 

assigned azimuthal angles, and calculates the partial sums for regional scalar fluxes and cell-

boundary surface currents. These partial sums need to be accumulated to obtain the actual 

scalar fluxes and surface currents. Therefore, the Processors Group needs at first a reduction 

subroutine for these partial sums and distribution subroutine for the final sums in 

MPI_GRP_WORLD. Another subroutine for the MPI_GRP_WORLD is the simultaneous 

multi-communication program for the region-wise cross section generation routine where the 
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Group Slaves keep the resulting data only in the assigned radial domains and need to fill the 

other parts by the communication with the other processors. 

5.1.1 Data Reduction Subroutine 

Figure 5.1 shows the reduction flow in DeCART to obtain the final sum from the partial sums 

which are distributed in each processors of a Processors Group. The partial sum data is first 

divided into the multiple parts to reduce the communicational burden as in Figure 5.1 where 2 

parts are assumed. At the first step, the first part of the data is sent from processors 4, 5, 6 and 

7 to 0, 1, 2 and 3, and the second part in the reverse ward. And then, all processors perform 

“add” operation to reduce the receiving data to the original data. At the second step, the first 

part of the reduced data at the first step is sent from processors 2 and 3 to 0 and 1, and the 

second part from 6 and 7 to 4 and 5. And then, the “add” operation is performed by processors 

0, 1, 4 and 5. At the third step, the first part of the reduced data at the second step is sent from 

1 to 0 and the second part from 5 to 4. The final part sums are obtained by “add” operation of 

processors 0 and 4. The complete set of reduction operation is obtained just by transmitting 

the final second part data from processor 4 to 0. Appendix A.1 shows the whole subroutine 

for this data reduction in the MPI_GRP_WORLD. 

 

Figure 5.1 Data Reduction Scheme within MPI_GRP_WORLD 
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To analyze the performance of this data reduction scheme, let’s assume the data size of L 

bytes, the communicational speed S bytes per second (bps), the communication setup time T0 

sec, and the “add” operational time T1 for L bytes. Then processor 0 requires the following 

time to obtain the final complete data set. 

The total communication time = 4 ( 0.5 * L / S + T0 ) = 2  L / S + 4 T0 

The total “add” operational time = 3 * 0.5 * T1 = 1.5  T1 

The total reduction time = 2 L / S + 4 T0 + 1.5 T1                                             (5-1) 

Let’s compare the above results with other serial scheme, where processor 0 performs the 

communication and “add” operation with all the processors 1, 2, …, 7, one by one. In this 

case, the total reduction time can be calculated as follows: 

The total communication time = 7 ( L / S + T0 ) = 7 * L / S + 7 T0 

The total “add” operational time = 7 T1 

The total reduction time = 7 L / S + 7 T0 + 7 T1                                              (5-2) 

By comparing the above two Equations (5-1) and (5-2), one can find that Equation (5.1) is at 

least 2 times more efficient than Equation (5-2) in the case that the communication setup time 

is heavy, and at most 4.5 times efficient in the case that the communication time is trivial. 

5.1.2 Reduction Data Distribution Subroutine 

Figure 5.2 shows the data distribution scheme within the MPI_GRP_WORLD which mainly 

used to distribute the final reduced data from the Group Master to the Group Slaves in the ray 

sweeping module. The Data distribution is performed in a reverse ward of the data reduction 

of Figure 5.1 but any operation. As mentioned in Figure 5.1, because the final reduced data is 

stored in processors 0 and 4, the data distribution is first performed from processors 0 and 4 to 

processors 1 and 5, and then from 0, 1, 4 and 5 to 2, 3, 6 and 7. At the final step, the data 

communication between each pair is performed to fill the other part of the final reduced data. 

This data distribution scheme has the similar performance with data reducing scheme, as 
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indicated in Equations (5-1) and (5-2). Appendix A.2 shows the whole subroutine for this data 

distribution in the MPI_GRP_WORLD. 

 

Figure 5.2 Data Distribution Scheme within MPI_GRP_WORLD 
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processor 2, and at the same time processor 1 with 3 to accomplish the send/receive works. At 

the final step, processor 0 and 1 communicate with processor 3 and 2, respectively. This 

communication scheme, named “Simultaneous Multi-Communication Scheme”, has a merit 

compared to “Single-Communication Scheme” in that all processors attend the 

communication work at the same time. Appendix A.3 shows the whole subroutine for this 

data communication in MPI_GRP_WORLD. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3 Simultaneous Multi-Communication Scheme within MPI_GRP_WORLD 
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MPI_GRP_WORLD and need not to be transported to the other processor groups. Therefore, 

in the MOC calculation, the communication is not required except for the beforehand cell-

wise axial transverse leakage calculation which is determined by the axial currents at the 

plane interfaces. In the parallel CMFD/NEM computation by the axial domain decomposition, 

the data acquisition of the neighbor planes are required, that includes the transverse leakages 

for the axial NEM and the cell averaged fluxes for the axial decoupling of the CMFD 

calculations. Except for these applications, the MPI_GRP2_WORLD is effectively used for 

data gathering algorithm in thermal-hydraulic calculation which is not parallelized and 

performed by Master processor only. Therefore, in the MPI_GRP2_WORLD, not only the 

data acquisition program by GM from neighboring GMs but also the data gathering program 

by Master from GMs are required.  

 

 

Figure 5.4 Neighbor Data Acquisition Algorithm within MPI_GRP2_WORLD 
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To achieve the neighbor data acquisition, DeCART first generates communication pairs to 
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are the boundary processors and need not any more neighbor data. Therefore, except for the 

boundary processors which requires only one communication to fill out the neighbor data 

storage, most of all processors requires 2 times communications. Appendix B.1 shows the 

whole subroutine for this neighbor data acquisition in MPI_GRP2_WORLD. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Data Gathering Scheme within MPI_GRP2_WORLD 

 

5.2.2 Data Gathering Program 

Figure 5.5 shows the data gathering scheme by the Master processor from the Group Masters 

which keep the plane-wise results when 8 processors are participating in the parallel 

computation. At the first step, processors 0, 2, 4 and 6 receive data from 1, 3, 5 and 7 

respectively and simultaneously. At the second step, processors 0 and 4 receive data from 2 

and 6 both their original data and received data. At the third step, processor 0 receives the 

data from processor 4 and finally completes the data gathering. Therefore, to fill all the data 

storage, processor 0 needs to 3 times communication with the different processors and 

different amount of data. This data gathering algorithm is used for the pincell-wise axial 

calculation of the thermal hydraulic calculation. To perform the pincell-wise thermal 
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hydraulic calculation, the Master processor requires the pincell-wise axial power distribution 

which is stored in each GMs. Therefore, the Master processor gathers the axial powers from 

the other processors by this data gathering program. Appendix B.2 shows the whole 

subroutine for this data gathering in MPI_GRP2_WORLD. 

 

5.2.3 Data Accumulation and Maximum Value Search Program 

Data accumulation is very frequently used for the keff estimation in the CMFD eigenvalue 

problems, axially accumulated radial pin power distribution and axial power distribution, but 

with the very small amount of data. Therefore, in this case, a very simple algorithm is applied. 

The Master processor gathers data from Group Masters one by one, and accumulates the 

received data to the original data. Therefore, if 8 processors are available, 7 times of 

communications are required. Appendix B.3 shows the whole subroutine for this data 

accumulation in MPI_GRP2_WORLD. The first subroutine is used for the single data 

accumulation, and the other for the multi-data accumulation. 

Maximum value search is also very frequently used for the convergence check in the CMFD 

and the MOC calculations. In this case, because of single data communication, the one by one 

communication scheme as the data accumulation case is also applied. The whole subroutine is 

shown in Appendix B.4. 

 

5.3 Subroutines for MPI_COMM_WORLD 

As mentioned at the first paragraph of this chapter, because most of all the calculations are 

performed within MPI_GRP_WORLD or MPI_GRP2_WORLD, the function of MPI_GRP_ 

WORLD is restricted to the data broadcasting from the Master processor to all processors. 

This data broadcasting is also accomplished through MPI_GRP_WORLD and MPI_GRP2_ 

WORLD. If DeCART calls data broadcasting subroutine to announce an important data to all 

processors, the Master Processor first broadcasts these data to the Group Masters through 
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MPI_GRP2_WORLD, and then Group Masters to the Group Slaves. This broadcasting 

algorithm is shown in Figure 5.6 and Appendix C.1 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6 Data Broadcasting within MPI_COMM_WORLD 
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6. Performances Examination 
 

In this chapter, two problems, a rodded variation of the C5G7MOX benchmark6) and a 

realistic three dimensional SMART quarter core problems, are solved to examine the parallel 

performance of the DeCART code. The parallel performance is examined in the parallel 

speedup, efficiency and memory distribution. The parallel efficiency and speedup are 

examined with the C5G7 MOX rodded variation problem because this problem requires small 

memory, so that not good to examine the memory distribution. However, the realistic three 

dimensional SMART quarter core problem is a large problem requiring about 10 GBytes and 

impossible to solve in a single processor. Therefore, the memory distribution is examined 

with this problem. 

 

6.1 C5G7MOX Rodded Variation Problem 

Figure 6.1 shows the configuration of the rodded variation problem. There are 3 types of fuel 

assemblies, the unrodded UO2, rodded UO2 and MOX fuel assemblies. Total 9 assemblies, 2 

MOX, one unrodded and one rodded UO2, and 5 reflector assemblies are loaded in the quarter 

core. The reflector assembly contains pure H2O. In the axial direction, there are 10 fuel planes 

of 19.278 cm height and 2 axial reflector planes so that there are 12 planes in the problem. 

The control rods are inserted in a central MOX assembly in the upper 7 planes out of 10 fuel 

planes. As for the ray tracing parameters, the numbers of azimuthal and polar angles at 90° 

are 8 and 4, respectively, and the ray spacing is 0.3 mm. The performances are tested on a 

LINUX cluster platform (38 PCs with 1.8 GHz Pentium 4) and on an IBM SMP cluster (a 

cluster of four 32 CPU workstations) that are described in Table 6.1. The parallel computation 

for the angular domain is performed using the MPI on the LINUX cluster and both the MPI 

and the OpenMP on the IBM cluster. 
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Table 6.1 Specifications of Computing Platform 

Platform LINUX Cluster IBM Regatta 

Number of CPUs 1/node x 38 nodes 32 

CPU Type Intel Pentium IV 1.8 GHz Power4 1.3 GHz 

L1 Cache 8 KB D-Cache, 12 KB I-Cache 32 KB D-Cache, 32 KB I-Cache 

L2 Cache 512 KB 1.44 MB 

L3 Cache  32 MB 

Main Memory 1.5 GB 688 GB 

 

Table 6.2 shows the parallel performance of the DeCART code for different machines and 

different parallel paradigms. In the column of processor combination, three values are 

indicated for parallel computation, the number of MPI groups, the size of MPI group and the 

number of OpenMP threads. The parallel performance of the DeCART code is quite good in 

that its speedups are about 40.1 and 22.4 in the ray tracing module and about 37.3 and 20.2 in 

the total computing time when using 48 CPUs on the IBM Regatta and 24 CPUs on the 

LINUX cluster, respectively. Especially when using 12 processors for the plane-wise parallel 

computation only, the maximum speedups of 11.8 and 10.9 in the ray tracing module and 11.4 

and 10.8 in the total computing time on the LINUX cluster and on the IBM Regatta are 

observed. In the computational speed comparison between two different machines, IBM 

Regatta shows about 2 times faster than LINUX cluster. However, in the parallel speedup 

comparison between two machines, the Regatta machine shows somewhat worse speedups 

owing to the disturbance from too many users. This disturbance is observed especially in the 

communication times which are severely dependent on the computational condition. The 

other aspects including the parallel speedups with the number of CPUs in the CMFD and the 

ray tracing modules, the parallel performance comparison between MPI and OpenMP in the 

ray tracing module, will be discussed at the next paragraphs of this section using the results of 

Table 6.1. 
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Table 6.2 Parallel Performance of DeCART Code 

CMFD+NEM MOC Total 
Machines 

Processor 
Combination Tcomm

Time Speedup Time Speedup Time Speedup
(11,12,13) 0.0 64.0 1.00 3385.5 1.00 3470.2 1.00

(1,1,2) 0.0 70.5 0.91 1813.2 1.87 1906.1 1.82
(1,1,4) 0.0 48.3 1.32 931.2 3.64 997.9 3.48
(2,1,1) 31.0 30.4 2.11 1779.6 1.90 1821.9 1.90
(2,1,2) 0.9 24.5 2.62 907.9 3.73 942.8 3.68
(2,1,4) 3.5 21.9 2.92 480.9 7.04 513.2 6.76
(3,1,1) 14.6 15.1 4.24 1136.8 2.98 1159.6 2.99
(3,1,2) 1.6 18.5 3.47 625.4 5.41 652.0 5.32
(3,1,4) 4.5 16.8 3.82 322.3 10.50 346.6 10.01
(4,1,1) 53.2 12.5 5.12 868.1 3.90 886.6 3.91
(4,1,2) 20.4 15.7 4.08 465.3 7.28 487.8 7.11
(4,1,4) 1.2 13.6 4.70 245.8 13.77 266.1 13.04
(6,1,1) 13.3 9.2 6.99 585.8 5.78 599.7 5.79
(6,1,2) 3.2 9.8 6.50 311.4 10.87 326.0 10.65
(6,1,4) 8.7 9.8 6.51 166.0 20.40 180.9 19.18

(12,1,1) 4.3 7.0 9.21 310.5 10.90 321.4 10.80
(12,1,2) 6.3 7.0 9.16 161.0 21.02 172.0 20.17
(3,4,1) 41.6 14.7 4.37 328.9 10.29 351.8 9.86
(6,2,1) 7.2 9.6 6.64 305.4 11.08 320.7 10.82
(6,4,1) 13.2 9.2 6.97 172.2 19.66 187.2 18.53

(12,2,1) 9.3 7.3 8.83 161.3 20.99 173.0 20.06
(12.4.1) 9.2 7.2 8.94 85.6 39.57 99.8 34.78
(4,1,8) 4.6 14.3 4.49 133.0 25.45 153.6 22.60

IBM 
Regatta 

(12,1,4) 6.3 5.3 12.17 84.5 40.06 93.2 37.25
(1,1,1) 0.0 137.1 1.00 7185.1 1.00 7357.0 1.00
(2,1,1) 7.2 74.6 1.84 3591.7 2.00 3685.8 2.00
(3,1,1) 19.0 58.0 2.36 2404.7 2.99 2477.8 2.97
(4,1,1) 17.2 48.2 2.85 1830.8 3.92 1892.4 3.89
(6,1,1) 19.9 37.6 3.65 1219.2 5.89 1267.6 5.80

(12,1,1) 22.6 27.6 4.97 608.0 11.82 645.0 11.41

LINUX 
Cluster 

(12,2,1) 34.9 27.5 4.99 320.9 22.39 363.8 20.22
1 The Number of MPI Groups 

2 The Size of MPI Groups 

3 The Number of OpenMP Threads 
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Figure 6.2 shows the parallel performance in the CMFD modules. The parallel speedups are 

not good on either machine, showing the maximum speedups of 9.2 and 5.0 on IBM Regatta 

and LINUX Cluster, respectively. These poor speedups come from the frequent 

communications accompanying large data transfer compared with the computational burdens. 

In the comparison between different machines, IBM Regatta shows better performance due to 

comparatively good communication environment. In the comparison between 2-group and 

multi-group CMFD modules, the multi-group CMFD module shows better efficiency on IBM 

machine, but similar on LINUX Cluster. The poor speedups in CMFD modules, however, are 

not much important because the computational burdens of these modules are very small 

comparing with the ray tracing module.  
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Figure 6.2 Parallel Performance in CMFD Module 
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Figure 6.3 shows the parallel speedups in the ray tracing and the total computing time on 

different machines when using MPI for the azimuthal angle domain decomposition. In the 

MOC module, the maximum speedups are 21.0 and 22.4 when using 24 CPUs on IBM 

Regatta and LINUX Cluster machines, respectively. In the total computing time, the 

maximum speedups are 20.1 and 20.2 on the same order of machines. These speedups are 

about 90 % and 85 % parallel efficiencies in the ray tracing and the total computing time, and 

relatively quite good comparing with the CMFD modules. In the comparison between 

different machines, IBM Regatta machine shows somewhat worse speedups than LINUX 

Cluster, which is due to disturbance from too many users. 
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Figure 6.3 Parallel Performance Speedups 

 

Figure 6.4 shows the parallel performance comparison between MPI and OpenMP on the 

IBM Regatta machine when using 12 CPUs. For example, if 4 OpenMP threads or 4 MPI 
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processors are used for angular domain parallel computation, the number of PG is 3 (12÷4). 

As mentioned in the earlier section, because OpenMP is only applied for the angle domain 

decomposition in the MOC ray tracing module, the speedup difference in the total computing 

time reflects completely that of the MOC kernel. In speedup comparison, the MPI grouping 

shows somewhat worse speedup than OpenMP, which comes from the communicational 

burden for the reduction of the regional scalar flux and the currents at the cell interfaces. This 

figure also shows that the speedup goes down with the number of the threads or the size of the 

processor group, which means that the axial domain decomposition is preferable to the 

angular domain decomposition, and the best processor combination is (12,1,1) that using 1 

CPU per processor group. Therefore, if 24 CPUs are available, then the processor 

combination of (12,1,2) that using 2 OpenMP threads per processor group is the best choice. 
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Figure 6.4 Parallel Performance Comparison between MPI and OpenMP 
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Figure 6.5 shows the parallel performance with the number of threads on IBM Regatta 

machines. As mentioned in Figure 6.4, if 12 CPUs are assumed to be used, the case of 1 

thread shows the best result. The similar result also can be shown when using 24 CPUs. In 

this case, the best result is the case of 2 threads. Therefore, it is concluded that the first 

priority in the parallel computation of the DeCART code is in the axial domain decomposition 

by using MPI, and next in the angle domain decomposition using OpenMP, and the last in the 

angle domain decomposition using MPI. 
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Figure 6.5 OpenMP Parallel Performance with the Number of Threads 

 

6.2 The Realistic Three Dimensional SMART Core Problem 

Figure 6.6 shows the configuration of a realistic three dimensional SMART quarter core 

problem. In this problem, 14.25 fuel and 10 reflector assemblies (57 fuel and 40 reflector 
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assemblies in the full core geometry) are loaded. In axial direction, 10 fuel planes and 2 

reflector planes of 20 cm in height are exist. In the cell division, 48 flat source regions for 

fuel, BP and guide tube cells, and 25 regions for reflector cell are used. At the core boundary, 

vacuum boundary condition is applied. 

This problem is to examine the computational capability of the DeCART code for a real core 

problem using a 45 energy group cross section library such as in the HELIOS code. The 

required memory for this problem is estimated ( not correct ) to be about 6.3 GBytes when 

using coarse rays, and about 10.6 GBytes when using tight rays, which means that this 

problem is not easy to solve on one CPU.  

Table 6.3 shows the computational results using 12 CPUs on a LINUX cluster. By using 12 

CPUs, the memory requirement is reduced by the factors of 10.8 and 11.3 for the coarse and 

the tight rays, respectively. The coarse ray shows about 68 pcm lower keff than the tight rays, 

but similar in the T/H results and about 5 times faster. In computational times, the ray tracing 

time takes about 82 % of the total computing time in the coarse ray case and 96 % in the tight 

ray case including the time required for resonance treatment, which means that ray tracing 

still require no lesser computing time even with parallel computing. 
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Table 6.3 Parallel Computation Results for a Simplified SMART Core Problem 

( 12 CPUs on LINUX Cluster ) 

Rays, Spacing(mm)/Azimuthal/Polar Angles 0.5/4/2 0.2/8/4 Ratio/Diff.
Memory Requirement, Parallel/Serial, MBytes 581/6291 941/10611 1.6 
k-eff 1.02219 1.02287 -68 pcm 
Max. Tf, °C 1165.8 1166.6 -0.8 
Core Average Tm, °C 314.3 314.3 0 
Number of Ray Sweeping 5 5 0 

Subgroup 26.1 26.5 172.1 36.4 6.6 
CMFD+NEM 8.4 8.6 8.4 1.8 1.0 
Ray Tracing 56.1 57.0 280.2 59.3 5.0 
T/H + Misc. 7.8 7.9 12.2 2.6 1.6 
Total 98.5 100.0 472.8 100.0 4.8 

Statistics, 
Time(min)/Fraction(%) 

Communication 20.9 21.2 28.6 6.0 1.4 
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7. Conclusion 

 

This report was to implement the parallel capability to the DeCART code including not only 

parallel computation but also memory distribution to solve a large problem that requires not 

only a tremendous amount of computing time but also huge memory. The parallelization of 

the DeCART code was achieved by the axial domain decomposition using MPI and then the 

angular domain decomposition using MPI or OpenMP. This parallel computation algorithm 

was implemented to most of all the computing modules including the MOC ray tracing 

module, the CMFD and NEM modules, and the region-wise cross section preparation and the 

cell homogenization module. Only the thermal hydraulic module which performs a cell-wise 

serial computation in the axial direction is not parallelized. In the aspect of memory 

distribution, most of all the MOC and CMFD/NEM variables were the targets and they were 

allocated only for the assigned planes, which reduced the required memory maximum by the 

ratio of the number of assigned planes to that of the all the planes. 

As far as the parallel performance is concerned, the DeCART code showed a good speedup of 

about 40.1 and 22.4 in the ray tracing module and about 37.3 and 20.2 in the total computing 

time when using 48 CPUs on the IBM Regatta and 24 CPUs on the LINUX cluster, 

respectively. In the comparison between the MPI and OpenMP, OpenMP showed somewhat 

better performance than MPI in the ray tracing module. Also, it was concluded that the first 

priority in parallel computation of the DeCART code should be in the axial domain 

decomposition by using MPI, and the next in the angle domain decomposition using 

OpenMP, and the last in the angle domain decomposition using MPI. In the memory 

distribution capability, the memory requirement of about 11 GBytes for a simplified SMART 

core problem was reduced by a factor of about 11 when using 12 processors. Therefore it is 

concluded that the parallel capability accompanying memory distribution of the DeCART 

code enables not only to solve a problem efficiently via parallel computing but also to deal 

with a huge problem via memory distribution on affordable LINUX clusters. 
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Appendix A.1 Subroutine for Data Reduction in MPI_GRP_WORLD 

 
      entry reduce_real(datcom,tmpbuf,ndat,ndivdat,imod) 

!  

      call mpi_barrier(mpi_grp_world,ierr)  

! 

      if(master) tlap1=dclock(.false.,.false.) 

      nskipproc=ngproc/ndivdat  

      ndatavg=ndat/ndivdat 

      do ii=0,ndivdat-2 

        ndatcom(ii)=ndatavg 

        icoms(ii)=ii*ndatavg+1 

      enddo 

      ndatcom(ndivdat-1)=ndat-(ndivdat-1)*ndatavg 

      icoms(ndivdat-1)=(ndivdat-1)*ndatavg+1 

! 

      nsend=ngproc 

      do ired=1,nredproc 

        nsend=nsend/2 

        do ii=0,ndivdat-1 

          ip=ii*nskipproc 

          do jto=0,nsend-1 

            jfr2=mod(nsend+jto+ip,ngproc) 

            jto2=mod(jto+ip,ngproc) 

            if(mygrank.eq.jfr2) call MPI_send(datcom(icoms(ii)),ndatcom(ii) 

     +,                        MPI_double_precision,jto2,1,mpi_grp_world,ierr) 

            if(mygrank.eq.jto2) then 

              call MPI_recv(tmpbuf,ndatcom(ii),MPI_double_precision,jfr2 

     +,                    1,mpi_grp_world,istatus,ierr) 

              call vec_add(one,tmpbuf,datcom(icoms(ii)),ndatcom(ii)) 

            endif 

          enddo 

        enddo 

      enddo 

      if(imod.eq.1) then 

        do ii=1,ndivdat-1 

          ip=ii*nskipproc 

          if(slave.and.mygrank.eq.ip) call MPI_send(datcom(icoms(ii)),ndatcom(ii) 

     +,                     MPI_double_precision,0,1,mpi_grp_world,ierr) 

          if(master) call MPI_recv(datcom(icoms(ii)),ndatcom(ii) 

     +,                     MPI_double_precision,ip,1,mpi_grp_world,istatus,ierr) 

        enddo 

      endif 

      if(master) tcomm=tcomm+dclock(.false.,.false.)-tlap1 

! 

      return 
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Appendix A.2 Subroutine for Data Broadcast in MPI_GRP_WORLD 

 
      entry brcast_real(datcom,ndat,ndivdat) 

!  

      call mpi_barrier(mpi_grp_world,ierr)  

! 

      if(master) tlap1=dclock(.false.,.false.) 

      nskipproc=ngproc/ndivdat  

      ndatavg=ndat/ndivdat 

      do ii=0,ndivdat-2 

        ndatcom(ii)=ndatavg 

        icoms(ii)=ii*ndatavg+1 

      enddo 

      ndatcom(ndivdat-1)=ndat-(ndivdat-1)*ndatavg 

      icoms(ndivdat-1)=(ndivdat-1)*ndatavg+1 

! 

      nsend=1 

      do ired=1,nredproc 

        do ii=0,ndivdat-1 

          ip=ii*nskipproc 

          do jto=0,nsend-1 

            jto2=mod(nsend+jto+ip,ngproc) 

            jfr2=mod(jto+ip,ngproc) 

            if(mygrank.eq.jfr2) call MPI_send(datcom(icoms(ii)),ndatcom(ii) 

     +,                       MPI_double_precision,jto2,1,mpi_grp_world,ierr) 

            if(mygrank.eq.jto2) call MPI_recv(datcom(icoms(ii)),ndatcom(ii)  

     +,                       MPI_double_precision,jfr2,1,mpi_grp_world,istatus,ierr) 

          enddo 

        enddo 

        nsend=2*nsend 

      enddo 

      if(master) tcomm=tcomm+dclock(.false.,.false.)-tlap1 

! 

      return 
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Appendix A.3 Simultaneous Multi-Communication Scheme in MPI_GRP_WORLD 

 
      entry multibrcast(datcom,ndat) 

! 

      call mpi_barrier(mpi_grp_world,ierr)  

! 

      if(master) tlap1=dclock(.false.,.false.) 

      ncom=1 

      npair=ngproc/2 

      ncouple=1 

      do ired=1,nredproc 

        do icom=1,ncom 

          do ipair=1,npair 

            do icouple=1,ncouple 

              ifr=2*ncouple*(ipair-1)+icouple-1 

              ito=ncouple*(2*ipair-1)+mod(ifr+ncouple+icom-1,ncouple) 

              if(mygrank.eq.ifr.or.mygrank.eq.ito) then 

                ipfr=irprocs(ifr) 

                ipto=irprocs(ito) 

                ndfr=nregproc(ifr) 

                ndto=nregproc(ito) 

                if(mygrank.eq.ifr) call MPI_send(datcom(ipfr),ndfr 

     +,                       MPI_double_precision,ito,1,mpi_grp_world,ierr) 

                if(mygrank.eq.ito) call MPI_recv(datcom(ipfr),ndfr 

     +,                       MPI_double_precision,ifr,1,mpi_grp_world,istatus,ierr) 

                if(mygrank.eq.ito) call MPI_send(datcom(ipto),ndto 

     +,                       MPI_double_precision,ifr,1,mpi_grp_world,ierr) 

                if(mygrank.eq.ifr) call MPI_recv(datcom(ipto),ndto 

     +,                       MPI_double_precision,ito,1,mpi_grp_world,istatus,ierr) 

              endif 

            enddo 

          enddo 

        enddo 

        ncom=ncom*2 

        npair=npair/2 

        ncouple=ncouple*2 

      enddo 

      if(master) tcomm=tcomm+dclock(.false.,.false.)-tlap1 

! 

      return 
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Appendix B.1 Neighbor Data Acquisition Program in MPI_GRP2_WORLD 
 

      entry recvdatneig(datcom,ndat,ntran) 

!  

      if(master) tlap1=dclock(.false.,.false.) 

      do ii=0,1 

        do irank1=ii,nmpigrp-1,2  

          irank2=irank1+1 

          if(irank2.ge.nmpigrp) cycle 

          if(myrank.eq.irank1) then 

            ipmy=(myze-1)*ntran+1 

            call MPI_send(datcom(ipmy),ntran,MPI_double_precision 

     +,                       irank2,1,mpi_grp2_world,ierr) 

            ipmy=myze*ntran+1 

            call MPI_recv(datcom(ipmy),ntran,MPI_double_precision 

     +,                       irank2,1,mpi_grp2_world,istatus,ierr) 

          endif 

          if(myrank.eq.irank2) then 

            ipmy=(myzb-2)*ntran+1 

            call MPI_recv(datcom(ipmy),ntran,MPI_double_precision 

     +,                       irank1,1,mpi_grp2_world,istatus,ierr) 

            ipmy=(myzb-1)*ntran+1 

            call MPI_send(datcom(ipmy),ntran,MPI_double_precision 

     +,                       irank1,1,mpi_grp2_world,ierr) 

          endif 

        enddo 

      enddo 

      if(master) tcomm=tcomm+dclock(.false.,.false.)-tlap1 

      return 
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Appendix B.2 Data Gathering Program in MPI_GRP2_WORLD 
 

      entry recvdat(datcom,ntran,ndat) 

!  

      if(master) tlap1=dclock(.false.,.false.) 

      ncomgrp=1 

      ipfr=ntran+1 

      ntrannxt=ntran 

      do it=1,nstep_recv 

        irankdif=ncomgrp 

        ncomgrp=2*ncomgrp 

        if(mod(myrank,ncomgrp).eq.0) then 

          ifr=myrank+irankdif 

          if(ifr.lt.nmpigrp) then 

            call MPI_recv(ndatfr,1,MPI_integer,ifr,1,mpi_grp2_world,istatus,ierr)    

            call MPI_recv(datcom(ipfr),ndatfr,MPI_double_precision  

     +,               ifr,1,mpi_grp2_world,istatus,ierr) 

            ipfr=ipfr+ndatfr 

            ntrannxt=ntrannxt+ndatfr 

          endif 

        else 

          mymod=mod(myrank,ncomgrp) 

          if(mymod.eq.irankdif) then 

            ito=myrank-mymod 

            call MPI_send(ntrannxt,1,MPI_integer,ito,1,mpi_grp2_world,ierr)    

            call MPI_send(datcom,ntrannxt,MPI_double_precision,ito,1,mpi_grp2_world,ierr)    

          endif 

        endif 

      enddo 

      if(master) tcomm=tcomm+dclock(.false.,.false.)-tlap1 

! 

      return 
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Appendix B.3 Data Accumulation Program in MPI_GRP2_WORLD 
 

      entry accum_data(dat) 

!  

      if(master) tlap1=dclock(.false.,.false.) 

      if(master) then  

        do ifr=1,nmpigrp-1  

          call MPI_recv(rdat,1,MPI_double_precision,ifr,1,mpi_grp2_world,istatus,ierr)    

          dat=dat+rdat 

        enddo 

      else 

        if(gmaster) call MPI_send(dat,1,MPI_double_precision,0,1,mpi_grp2_world,ierr)    

      endif  

      call mpi_bcast(dat,1,MPI_double_precision,0,mpi_grp2_world,ierr) 

      if(master) tcomm=tcomm+dclock(.false.,.false.)-tlap1 

! 

      return 

 

 

 

      entry accum_vec(datcom,tmpbuf,ndat) 

!  

      if(master) tlap1=dclock(.false.,.false.) 

      if(master) then  

        do ifr=1,nmpigrp-1  

          call MPI_recv(tmpbuf,ndat,MPI_double_precision,ifr 

     +,                       1,mpi_grp2_world,istatus,ierr)    

          call vec_add(one,tmpbuf,datcom,ndat) 

        enddo 

      else 

        if(gmaster) call MPI_send(datcom,ndat,MPI_double_precision 

     +,                       0,1,mpi_grp2_world,ierr)    

      endif  

      call mpi_bcast(datcom,ndat,MPI_double_precision,0,mpi_grp2_world,ierr) 

      if(master) tcomm=tcomm+dclock(.false.,.false.)-tlap1 

! 

      return 
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Appendix B.4 Maximum Value Search Program in MPI_GRP2_WORLD 
 

 

      entry recv_max(dat) 

!  

      if(master) tlap1=dclock(.false.,.false.) 

      if(master) then  

        do ifr=1,nmpigrp-1  

          call MPI_recv(rdat,1,MPI_double_precision,ifr,1,mpi_grp2_world,istatus,ierr)    

          if(rdat.gt.dat) dat=rdat 

        enddo 

      else 

        if(gmaster) call MPI_send(dat,1,MPI_double_precision,0,1,mpi_grp2_world,ierr)    

      endif  

      call mpi_bcast(dat,1,MPI_double_precision,0,mpi_grp2_world,ierr) 

      if(master) tcomm=tcomm+dclock(.false.,.false.)-tlap1 

! 

      return 
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Appendix C.1 Data Broadcasting Program in MPI_COMM_WORLD 
 

      entry brcastgrp_int(idatcom,ndat) 

!  

      if(gmaster) call mpi_bcast(idatcom,ndat,MPI_INTEGER,0,mpi_grp2_world,ierr) 

      call mpi_bcast(idatcom,ndat,MPI_INTEGER,0,mpi_grp_world,ierr) 

! 

      return 

! 

! 

      entry brcastgrp_real(datcom,ndat) 

!  

      if(gmaster) call mpi_bcast(datcom,ndat,MPI_double_precision,0,mpi_grp2_world,ierr) 

      call mpi_bcast(datcom,ndat,MPI_double_precision,0,mpi_grp_world,ierr) 

! 

      return 

! 

! 

      entry brcastgrp_log(ldatcom,ndat) 

!  

      if(gmaster) call mpi_bcast(ldatcom,ndat,MPI_LOGICAL,0,mpi_grp2_world,ierr) 

      call mpi_bcast(ldatcom,ndat,MPI_LOGICAL,0,mpi_grp_world,ierr) 

! 

      return 
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